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44 L\R. J. H. GLADSTONE AND W. HIBBERT ON 
most oi’ the energy returns to the oscillator ; only a small 
fraction is splashed off and sent into space. Small oscillators 
radiate powerfully because the quarter wave-lengths are small ; 
whereas the slow oscillators, or alternators used commercially, 
radiate very little of their energy. The exact law of variation 
of intensity of radiation with distance was rather complicated, 
but the theory had been- completely worked out by Stokes 
in 1848. 
Mr. Blakesley thought the energy that returns to the oscil- 
lator would be available for subsequent radiations. 
Dr. Lodge pointed out that wires or other resonators 
placed within tbe quarter wave-length would intercept part 
of the returning energy. 
IV. On Certain Relatiom existing anzoligst the Kef9auctive 
By the Rev. Indices of (tome of the Chemical Elements. 
‘PELHAM DALE, M.A. (Abstract.) 
TEE paper contained calculations published by the author 
last year, supplemented with fresh data obtained from Muir’s 
‘ Principles of Chemistry.’ 
V. Additional Notes on Secondury Batteries. By Dr. J. H. 
GLADSTONE, F.R.S., and W. HIBBERT, F.I.C. 
DURING the publication of a series of papers by Dr. 
Gladstone and Mr. Tribe in ‘Nature,’ 1882, on the I‘ Che- 
mistry of the Plant6 and Faure Accumulators,” a dis- 
cussion arose as to whether the sulphate of lead, to which 
they attributed so important a part in the reaction, could be 
reduced by electrolysis. It was shown a t  the. time by expe- 
rimental proof that this was possible, even when the sulphate 
of lead was pure, and it was contended that when intimately 
* Read November 28,1690. 
